1983 honda z50

The Honda Z50A is a motorcycle produced by Honda from to The Z50A was the second
generation of Honda Z-series mini bikes. In Honda introduced two bikes that would have long
term impacts for the company, at the beginning of the year they introduced the Honda Z50A and
at the very end of the year they introduced the Honda CBK. The Z50A was the polar opposite of
the CB the CB was the largest displacement bike available from Honda in , while at 49cc the Z50
was among the smallest. The Z50A was one of the longest continuously produced machines
remaining in production until though in the form of the Z50J. In , the Z50A was the first of the
Z50 series to be released to the American market. Upon its release this bike was considered to
be a significant leap in technology in comparison to other mini bikes on the market at the time.
In the company sold more than 70, Z50s. Honda was great at capitalizing on emerging trends
and the Z50 as well as its predecessors such as the Trail 50 and the Scrambler series were
perfect examples. It was launched during the height of the late s minibike boom, which had
begun with the advent of lawnmower-powered kits from companies like Fox and Taco, that
advertised in the back of magazines. Honda made sure to equip the Z50 with folding handlebars
and small wheels, so that the bike was ultra-portable and could easily be stowed in the trunk of
a car, under the seat in a motorhome, or below deck on a sailboat. With its ultra-reliable
four-stroke , overhead cam single and front and rear drum brakes , put it light years ahead of
the Tecumseh-powered competition when it came to build quality and sophistication. From
CycleChaos. Honda Z50A Manufacturer Honda. Western Power Sports. Honda Motorcycles.
MotorBooks International. Retrieved 9 December This motorcycle , scooter , or moped -related
article is a stub. You can help Cycle Chaos by expanding it. Contact User:Budlight if you need
help. Categories : Minibike motorcycles Motorcycle stubs Honda motorcycles s motorcycles s
motorcycles Dual purpose motorcycles 50cc displacement motorcycles 50cc 4-stroke
motorcycles Single cylinder motorcycles Single cylinder 4-stroke motorcycles 4-stroke
motorcycles Honda Z series. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This
page was last edited on 23 November , at Make Honda. Starts and runs perfectly. Sold as is.
Super fun little bike. I weight and it is a blast. Make Other Makes. Nice z50 I bought from a man
in N. There is no title for this bike but I can provide a bill of sale to anyone who needs one. This
is an un-restored original bike. It has normal wear and tear for one that has been ridden over the
years, but with that being said, it is in good shape. The tank has some scratches and a few
dings, the seat has no tears in it, the exhaust has no holes in it. As you can tell from the
pictures, it is cold here in Indiana. This bike starts up from being dead cold after about kicks.
Once it is started and warmed up, it fires right up with just one kick. It runs fine for a nearly 40
year old bike. What it needs but doesn't hurt how it runs. The lights, kill switch, and light switch
do not work. I believe it is just a ground wire that needs cleaned up, but I have not investigated
why those items aren't working. Shipping is the responsibility of the buyer, I will not arrange
any shipping. I can meet with the shipper that you arrange, but that's the extent of my
involvement. This is a gorgeous little mini bike that has very low hours on it. The bike is in near
mint condition and has very few flaws in it. The bike was found stashed away here in Nevada,
where it sat for many many years. The bike shows little wear. The tires are almost brand new
and they are originals to the bike! The paint is in stellar condition. The paint is red and is
beautiful! The paint on the entire bike is amazing. There is some chips on one area of the frame,
the seat is perfect and looks amazing! The chrome on the bike shines like a brand new penny.
The handlebars and controls look amazing and are all original and untouched. The electical all
works. The brake light works sometimes, this is probably just a bad connection from the
original bulb. The fenders are straight as an arrow and look amazing, there is a little scratch on
the rear fender, very very minor for an all, original, untouched Honda mini bike. The tank is very
straight and the decals on it are all original. The left side decal has a chip out of it. The tank is
perfect inside with zero rust. The left side side cover has a scratch on it. The engine is in
amazing shape for being all original. There is little to no dirt and grime on it. This bike has not
been ridden much since new. The exhaust looks practically new on the bike. The paint is perfect
and same as the chrome, the headlight bucket is in very nice shape! The paint is shiny, like
new! Is does have a little crack near the mounting hole. The forks and rubber are in like new
condition! The cables look like they are brand new and have seen very very little use. The
wheels and tires look nearly new, again, this bike has so little hours on it. You just don't see all
original, untouched, and unrestored Honda z50's like this one. This is so rare to find a bike this
clean, it's amazing. It runs good but I think it could use a carb adjustment since its been sitting
for so long. It does not idle very well. It could be a clogged jet. Not sure. The hoses on the bike
are original and look like new. The original spring is on the fuel line, that is never there on bikes!
The rear brake lever has a scrap on it, it looks like somebody hit rock when they were riding it, I
do NOT have a title for the bike. Please look at the pictures before bidding. I am selling some
very nice Honda mini bikes. Look at my other auctions! I can store this bike for up to a month so

that shipping arrangements can be made. I can get a motorcycle pallet if needed for transport. I
only accept cash in person, check, or money order as acceptable forms of payment. Please ask
any and all questions that you might have before bidding on the bike. I only accept cash, check,
or money order for forms of payment. My phone number is Thanks for looking! The bike is in
near mint condition and has very few flaws. The other 2 will be for sale in separate listings, the
one for sale here is the one in all the other pictures and video. I bought these bikes a few years
ago for my older daughters, and they just never showed any interest. I am just trying to recoup
what I paid for them. They are all very nice and what looks to be original condition. I have done
nothing to them other than drain the fuel and wipe them off. I want to keep the cost down for
buyers so, no paypal. That way I can just basically ask for what I paid and the only loss is ebay
fees. The rear brake lever has a scrap on it, it looks like somebody hit rock when they were
riding it, I do not have a title for the bike. Model XR. Rare Rare Rare Only needs a right foot peg
but will put on OEM set of pegs before it ships if you Use the Buy It Now you will need to add a
foot peg and do some work to get it running again if you do not use the Buy it now. It ran great
when parked and put on Display but that was many years ago. Kicks through with proper
compression. Holy Grail of the Z50s Incredibly rare in this condition, Adult owned. Original Gas
Tank. Nice exhaust Nice Fenders no dents I saw. This is the exact bike you will receive. If it was
cleaned up got running it would sell for big money! Had this as a Kid? Here is your chance to
get it back! Shipping is by Freight only. This keeps the bidding fair or buying more fair. No
returns. Once you get it you own it because it will need light service to get going. I would have
no idea what you do to it so I won't want it returned nor will I pay the return shipping and refund
shipping to you. We would end up in Court if this happened. It is as described. No swapping of
parts and disputes unless you want a trial and your info posted on YouTube as a scammer. This
bike is accurately described. By making this purchase you agree that Jefferson County West
Virginia is the proper jurisdiction for any disputes concerning this purchase. We are well aware
of the fraud on ebay and this bike just the side covers alone are valuable and people might try
the swap parts scam on us just to get parts off this rare bike. Not a good idea, any scammers
Move On! Cash Only if picking up in Person. CALL leave a message, your name and your
number or you will not be called back. All buyers will be verified genuine before shipping will
transpire and all funds will be cleared from Paypal before a crate is built and it is shipped. If you
file a dispute before I can ship you will not receive this rare bike. I count on your payment to buy
the supplies and give me the time to crate it and transport it to the Freight Depot. I will not allow
you to arrange your own shipping because I have to be able to confirm delivery. Buyer Pays for
all shipping and Freight costs. Any questions my adviser can be reached at leave a message,
your name and your number or you will not be called back. No Low Ball offers please. Model
CB. Almost 50 years old. All original. It's sat in our garage for over 30 years. I have not driven
bike in 30 years. Excellent compression. Will need some restoration if you want to drive it. Or
put it on your mantle. This offering is for a pair of Honda Mini Trail 50s. They are both first year
bikes, KO and K1 and are in mint condition. The is the early silver tag and is great for a game
room or a collector, very nostalgic. The one without the light package is the KO and the one
with the light package is the K1. Both have been used as office art for years and are currently on
display and Classic Cycles, Inc. As they have been used for office art for years, they are not
currently registered and there are no titles, just a bill of sale is available. If you have specific
questions or would like to request more pictures please email me or contact Tony Dunn, the
owner of Classic Cycles, at Note these bike are really nice. This is not a desperation sale.
Serious Honda lovers only please, no low ball offers. Only needs a carb cleaning and was just
taken out of storage. This will be prepped to run well when oil added and gas added if the buy it
now is used. If the buy it now is not used and you make an offer, you will only need to clean the
carbs when it arrives and possibly lightly sand the points. Trans is good kicks through with
proper compression. No dents in the Gas Tank. Buy it now also get a new OEM Honda Correct
front number plate, If not using the buy it now you get the original stock oem plate in it's current
condition which does have some slight staining and cracking. If it was cleaned up got running
and the white parts repainted it would sell for big money! No swapping of parts and disputes
unless you want a trial and your info posted on Youtube as a scammer. All buyers will be
verified genuine before shipping will transpire and all fun ds will be cleared from Paypal before
a crate is built and it is shipped. Model Z Up for sale is a Honda z50 mini trail. Its all original and
unrestored. Nothing has been detailed or touched up. Runs excellent. Starts with one kick. It
has been kept in my climate controlled basement. Bought it three years ago from the original
owner. Everything works
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as it should. Hi an lo beam lights working all brakes work. Shifts great. Original battery still
present. Tank is in great shape has couple small dings from bars hitting it. No rust inside of
tank. Seat is excellent shape, free of rips or tears. Overall has its patina-some wear on paint and
scratches here and there. No dryrot on the tires. No leaks and or weird noises from tank or
engine. It will come with a bill of sale. I have the right to end auction early. I will ship at the
buyers expense. I can be reached at Thanks Neil. Thousand Oaks, CA. Alamo Heights, TX.
Coconut Creek, FL. Waterford, MI. Olmos Park, TX. Rock Springs, WY. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alert
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